Explaining things is hard.

@erika_owens
hello@erikaowens.com
You know this
Why aren't you watching?
But, how does it work?
Done learnin', gone fishin'
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The Case for Reparations

Two hundred fifty years of slavery. Ninety years of Jim Crow. Sixty years of separate but equal. Thirty-five years of racist housing policy. Until we reckon with our compounding moral debts, America will never be whole.
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Carolyn Hax: Getting past a husband’s hurtful stand on family finances and shared burdens

His parents live with him and his wife, but they chip in nothing even as the family faces a loss of income.

May 22, 2014
Still not sure how I got here

erika owens
@erika_owens

mmhmm, happened to me. RT @fureigh: Content management systems as a "gateway drug to programming." (@ultrasaurus)

Nathaniel Lash @Nat_Lash · Jan 27
@erika_owens @fureigh @ultrasaurus @erika_owens "WHY WON'T YOU DO X? *learns to do X* "OooOOoh!"

9:04 PM · 27 Jan 2014
This is relevant (doubly), I swear
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Staring at screens, as a group!
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Really, hackathons are great
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You decide where
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Don't forget to cite
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It's not just you
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Let's chat

Thank you.
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P.S. I think you'll really like "The Americans"